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space around us.

Notes

I’m thinking about space as an art element,
especially for the DAI upcoming art
exhibitions. I’m asking questions about
what is inside and outside of the space art
fills, whether it’s on a page, canvas, room,
outdoors, or in a story. The use of space
conveys a creative message, and it interests
me how that applies to your space moving
into 2021.

The use of space
conveys a creative
message, and it
interests me how
that applies to your
space in 2021.

Space evokes memory, bias,
emotion, and history.

–––––––––––––––

Now that we have traversed nearly a year
of working, staying, and learning at home
in our spaces, I am curious about what’s
happening in your space? Are you fixing
things or did you find a treasure as you
organize?
Over the past eight months, I learned a lot
about my space, finding new kitchen storage
areas, wild plants in my yard, easy fixes
to doors and windows, artwork in boxes,
and new layouts for furniture; all of which
brings new perspective and transformation.
I noticed my space moved from clean and
minimalist to exploding from corner to
corner with projects and their materials
with the added daily chores piling up. All
in all, my space has matured, created, and
produced much joy and respite for my
family. If my space could talk, it would share
new learning about beadwork applique and
earrings, new recipes for meals, the steps to
knitting and weaving, and the drawing of the
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Artists marvel at the unseen. Their
work reveals a relationship that may
be overlooked, untold, or simply is just
too common to pay attention to. In any
circumstance, to me space is the most
interesting element of art and also one
that seeps into our everyday life. The
descriptions in this edition of HUE will
inspire you to celebrate a new group of
artists and their transformation of space
that encompasses what is inside, outside,
and around the work. Similar to a thinking
process, space is just as important to evoke
memory, bias, emotion, and history.
So, I’m still curious. As you learn how these
artists transform space, what’s changed and
what’s remained the same for you in your
space?
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ON VIEW

Morrison Gallery
Visual Voice of Autism
Harrison Halker-Heinks
Jan. 2021 — Mar. 2021

Steffl Gallery
DAI Ceramics Exhibition
Group Exhibition
Jan. 2021 — Mar. 2021

Corridor Gallery
Personal
Ann Magnusson
Jan. 2021 — Mar. 2021
Artist Talk: March 24

Depot Performing Arts
Wing
Adam Swanson

Clay Artists at the
Duluth Art Institute
Group Exhibition
John Steffl Gallery

Throughout the pandemic artists
have continued to create new work,
pushing beyond the current barriers
of isolation and unrest and finding
solace despite feeling thrown from
normalcy. To celebrate resiliency,
tenacity, creativity, and skill, the
Duluth Art Institute is excited and
proud to present a selection of
work created by the DAI Lincoln
Park Building Ceramic Artists.
Ceramicists at the Lincoln
Park Building are inspired by
their community, their natural
surroundings, and by the act of
working with their hands. They
come together to build, critique,
fire kilns, and celebrate their
passion for making art. Operating
from an historic Carnegie library,
artists enjoy expansive ceilings in a
building infused with natural light.
Cement floors provide a sturdy
foundation for pottery wheels and
wedging tables. The studio boasts

a slab roller, pug mill, spray booth,
glazing room, and floor to ceiling
shelves that safely hold tools and
drying pottery. Merlin, the large gas
kiln, is the heart of this community,
especially when artists gather to
unload and appreciate their hard
work.
Ceramicist Linda Christianson
juries a collection of pottery and
ceramics that includes functional,
sculptural, and abstract pieces. Art
on view represents wheel thrown
vessels, hand-built sculptures, and
decorative ceramics with painted
and glazed surfaces fired in electric,
gas, and woodfired kilns.

Image Credit: (left) Robin Murphy, “Marked,”
earthenware; (above) Linda Christianson, “Blue Plates,”
Wood/salt fired stoneware.

Linda Christianson is an independent
studio potter who lives and works
in rural Minnesota. Her woodfired
pottery is housed in numerous public
and private collections, including the
American Museum of Ceramic Art and
the Glenboe Museum. Christianson
aims to make a better cup each day
and explains that she enjoys firing
with wood because the technique
“offers the forms a quiet surface that
hopefully retains the essence of the
clay itself.” She studied at Hamline
University in St. Paul, Minnesota,
and the Banff Centre School of Fine
Arts in Banff, Alberta, Canada. She’s
earned fellowships from the National
Endowment for the Arts, the McKnight
Foundation, and the Minnesota State
Arts Board. Christianson has taught
at Carleton College, Hartford Art
School, and the University of Georgia–
Athens. She strives to build pots that
are functional that also stand on their
own as visual objects.
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The Visual
Voice of Autism
Harrison Halker-Heinks
George Morrison Gallery

“Photography captures not just the
moment but the raw emotion that
emanates from it”
— Harrison Halker Heinks
Minnesota artist Harrison Halker
Heinks examines reflective surfaces
in his photography. By capturing
multiple planes with one image,
Heinks builds an experience where
viewers can simultaneously look
through, at, and in front of the
subject. Uniting a single image from
several layers evokes emotion with

Art reveals my heart.

Personal
Heinks who intends to express
how it feels to live with autism. “In
my artwork, the things behind the
reflection are my representation
of the ordinary world; I live in the
glass, being caught in another plane
that runs parallel to the world
in which everyone else lives.” By
including self-portraits in some of
his work, Heinks is motivated “to
show how I sometimes see myself
as in between reality and being
overlooked by society.” Through
his work, his voice emerges:
“There is more to people with
disabilities than what is on the
surface.” In several underwater
shots, Heinks takes this sentiment
literally, diving beneath the surface
to photograph both himself and
others. According to Heinks, the
results represent “seeing the

world through a distorted and out
of focus lens.” Ultimately, The
Visual Voice of Autism connects to
neurotypical viewers by creating an
understanding of what it feels like
to living with autism.

Harrison Halker Heinks is an awardwinning multidisciplinary artist who
happens to have autism. His list of
accolades includes multiple MN State
Fair Blue Ribbons, two-time National
Scholastic Gold Medal Winner, and
a VSA Emerging Young Artists grant
recipient from the Jean Kennedy Smith
Arts and Disability Program and the
Jerome Foundation.
Image Credit: (above) Harrison Halker
Heinks, “Up and Out,” Photography
printed on Fabric, 36” x 72”; (right) Ann
Magnusson, “Karen, Hair Work Artist,
Portrait,” Acrylic, 30” x 20”.

Ann Magnusson
Corridor Gallery

“Place tells the story about us; as soon
as we put people in paintings, people
tell the story about place.”
—Wim Wenders
German Filmmaker
Painter Ann Magnusson renders
portraits that capture her
subject’s personalities. Meaningful
expressions, genuine smiles, and
active postures result in authentic
portrayals. Magnusson gravitates
to the stories people share, their
history, and information from
their everyday and treasured
objects. From such investigation
stems companion pieces revealing
their personal space. By focusing

on details and examining what
people display, Magnusson builds
their story. Magnusson explains,
“My work explores our sense
of aesthetics—how age, gender,
occupation, culture, and economics
influence where we live, how we
live, what we collect and value, and
how we choose to incorporate our
‘stuff of life’ into our surroundings.”

northern Minnesota residents,
from a silversmith to a retired
accountant. Companion portraits
examine their interior studio spaces
and living rooms as well as one
artist’s exterior building.

Magnusson started creating
portraits with companion paintings
in 2013. Prior to then, her focus
was on space alone, depicting the
architecture of a place as well as
the feelings people create in their
private places. Today, Magnusson
illustrates how people foster
connections to their environment
and how this connectivity shows
people’s similarities. In her Duluth
series, viewers will find four
portraits of current and former

Ann Magnusson holds a BFA from
the University of Minnesota and an
MFA from the Minneapolis College of
Art and Design. Her work has been
exhibited throughout Minnesota and
Wisconsin and can be viewed at her
studio in the Minneapolis’ Northrup
King Building. Magnusson is a fiscal
year 2018 recipient of an Artist
Initiative Grant from the Minnesota
State Arts Board.
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Emerging
Photographers
Group Exhibition
Smartify Gallery

Adam Swanson
Winter 2021
Depot Performing Arts Wing
Adam Swanson uses bright colors
in a soft palette to build vibrant
subjects. His paintings create
stories that feel playful and
imaginary, while the combination
of wild animals with technology
evokes an environmental
commentary. Swanson describes his
triptych, “This invented scenario of
robots holding animals asks viewers
to consider unfamiliar places,
such as the lines between true and
false, fiction and documentation,
natural growth and technological

Each fall the DAI partners with
the University of Minnesota—
Duluth to showcase a collection
of emerging photographers. This
year’s collaboration yielded 11
images from six students selected
by jurors Susanna Gaunt and DAI
Exhibition Director, Amy Varsek.
Co-juror Gaunt graduated from
UMD with a Bachelor of Fine
development. I paint wild animals
and scientific equipment to create
poignant and sometimes humorous
tensions between humans and
the natural world.” Each animal
featured in this series represents
different levels of environmental
adaptability. Monarch butterfly,
Gentoo penguin, and Red fox
have responded to environmental
changes with varying degrees of
success.
Swanson’s work stands between
human and nonhuman worlds,
noting, “As humans and creators we
have the ability to choose whether
to use our inventions to heal,
protect, and promote the growth

of the rest of the natural world or
rape and pillage it.” Expertly and
playfully colliding imagination,
machinery, and the natural world,
Swanson’s paintings simultaneously
delight and provoke thought.

Arts in Painting, Drawing and
Printmaking and was selected
for the 2019 UMD Emerging
Photographers Exhibition.
Gaunt remarks, “It is always
exciting to see through the eyes
of emerging photographers.
This year’s submissions ranged
from playful to mysterious,
and classic to nontraditional,
showcasing curiosity and
commitment towards exploring
the world through the medium
of light.” With images capturing
everyday life, landscapes, and
the human figure, the 2021
UMD Emerging Photographers

Youth Art
Month
Group Exhibition

Duluth Art Institute Website
Students moved their learning
online, met with peers and
teachers virtually, and loaded
their artwork onto digital
platforms for display and review.
Following this new vein of
exhibiting art, we present Youth
Art Month 2020/2021 (YAM) on
our website. Students from area

Adam Swanson lives and works in
Cloquet, Minnesota. His murals can be
found throughout Minnesota, and he
has completed residencies locally and
abroad, including Cape Town, South
Africa; Vaxjo, Sweden; and Palmer
Station, Antarctica.

Art awakens the soul.

Exhibition develops three themes:
photographic commentary,
reflecting on the pandemic, and
bringing a sense of fun into our
lens. Congratulations to this year’s
UMD Emerging Photographers
Sara Guymon, Mae Munkeby,
Sarah Roesler, Nicole Schneider,
Emily Spaniol, and Hanyu Zhang.
Explore this work by visiting the
Duluth Art Institute venue on the
Smartify app.

schools present work created
during their year of virtual
learning.This virtual exhibition
features a variety of mediums,
from graphite drawings to
watercolor paintings to mixed
media sculptures. With humble
gratitude, we dedicate this year’s
Youth Art Month to the students
and teachers who did more than
ever to make this event possible.
Image Credit: (Above) Emily Spaniol,
“Seasons of Change,” Digital
photograph; (Opposite page) Adam
Swanson, “I’ll Carry the Weight,”
Acrylic on panel, 32” x 32”; (Left) Stina,
“Girl with the Pearl Earring,” Mixed
media.
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Stay connected at duluthartinstitute.org

63rd Arrowhead Regional Biennial
OPEN CALL FOR ART
January 1 – March 31, 2021
The Duluth Art Institute announces the 63rd Arrowhead Regional Biennial open call for submissions.
As one of the longest running biennials in the country, this exhibition features a wide range of 2D and 3D
artwork produced within the last five years. Artists residing in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Iowa, Michigan and Ontario, Canada, are invited to apply. Work selected by juror Kayla Aubid will be
on view in the George Morrison Gallery, Fall 2021.
Juror Kayla Aubid shares her passion for the arts, bringing experience and enthusiasm to the 63rd Arrowhead
Regional Biennial. Former Vice Chair of the Arrowhead Regional Arts Council and MacRostie Gallery Director,
Aubid currently serves as the Community Learning Catalyst at Arts Midwest where she coordinates resources
and builds relationships with organizations led by and serving communities of color.
Aubid holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Psychology with a minor in American Indian Studies from St. Cloud
State University and volunteers on the Grand Rapids Arts and Culture Commission where she facilitates vital
arts programming in her community.
The open call for the 63rd Arrowhead Regional Biennial runs January 1–March 31, 2021. Please apply and
submit the $20 application fee on Submittable. Visit the DAI website and click the “Submit” button.

The DAI Annual Member Show
AN IMPORTANT UPDATE ABOUT THE ANNUAL MEMBER SHOW
The Duluth Art Institute’s most celebrated event of the year marks a creative collection that inspires,
commiserates, and documents DAI members artistic endeavors over the past year. Your work matters to the
community and the 2021 DAI Annual Member Show promises to be unlike any other.
The DAI Annual Member Show dates continue to accommodate the health and safety of DAI staff, members
and St. Louis County frontline workers. The DAI is excited to bring this community together in celebration
and anticipates presenting the Annual Member Show in August 2021. Tentative drop-off dates are Monday and
Tuesday, August 9 and 10, 2021 with pick-up days starting Monday, September 27.
Members are encouraged to submit one piece of work created in 2020 or 2021.

Image Credit: Ann Magnusson, “Karen,
Hair Work Artist, Interior,” Acrylic, 30” x
20”.

Art holds wonder from generation to generation.
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Member
Spotlight

Ray Shelerud
I am a lifelong resident of western
Duluth. I attended the University
of Minnesota-Duluth (UMD) in the
early 1970s to study engineering. To
satisfy certain class requirements,
I took an introduction to art class.
It was this class that introduced
me to pottery. Soon after that
class, I found myself taking as
many ceramics classes as I could. A
lifelong passion with clay was the
result.

When creative expression and
marketing insight sync, you:
Swimcreative.com

Unexpected circumstances took me
away from clay for 32 years but the
passion never left. With the help
of other local potters, I was able to
find my way back. The past seven
years I have been able to work with
various clays, glazing, and firing
techniques. I am still influenced by
many artists and cultures, but my
main interests are shaped by Asian
and Scandinavian styles.

Why did you become a
member?
I was able to retire ten years ago. I
had been waiting years to renew my
interest in ceramics, but I needed
a place that offered the inspiration
and equipment to foster my
passion. I wanted to increase my
skill level, so I took a few classes at
Lake Superior College. Here, I met
fellow potters who told me about
their experiences with the Duluth
Art Institute pottery studio. They
recommended I become a member.
I feel so fortunate to become a
member of this community. The
ability to use Merlin (The DAI gas
fired kiln) and the interactions with
other artists makes the DAI a great
place to create and grow in my
work.
How has art impacted you or
your community?
The only art classes I had until I
took a general college art class were
in middle school. At UMD, the way
the instructor taught the class using
clay as the preferred medium awoke
a feeling in me that made me realize
I was lacking a way to be creative in
my life. As I took more art classes, I
was introduced to different aspects
of art.
Color, composition, balance all
became a way for me to look at the
world around me and to further
express myself. I use these aspects
in my home and work but especially
in my pottery.

Throughout the years, I have
been lucky to have been taught by
instructors and potters who have
been exposed to other artists from
around the world. They have shown
me processes and designs in clay
that are ancient and modern. Some
I’ve incorporated in my work. I have
also tried to pass on some of these
experiences to new and developing
potters. I want them to feel the
excitement I first felt (and still feel)
when working with clay.
As an art enthusiast, what
opportunities do you find at the
DAI?
Being a member of the DAI has
given me many options to expand
as an artist. Being able to fire my
work in the DAI gas kiln has been
a major advantage. Because of
this, I’ve been able to continually
produce quality work accepted into
art fairs.
Even though the opportunity to
take classes from guest artists has
been very helpful in learning new
techniques, the best benefit of
being at the DAI is meeting and
sharing knowledge and ultimately
friendships with people that
have common interests. With the
opportunity to work at the DAI, I
have been able to grow and prosper
in my art.

Art explores the depths within our souls.
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Benefactor Members

Jeanne Bourquin

Gayle Dopp

Margaret Helstrom

Diane Levar

Stephanie Peterson

Carla Tamburro

Janet Sklaris

Carol Bowman

Steve & Peggy Downing

Anna Hess

Elden Lindamood

Katina Petsoulis Kerkhof

Jason Terry & Erica Hannickel
Margaret & Gerald Thilmany
& Kaitlyn Lawrey

Cynthia Bradley

Mary Beth Downs

Jill Hinners & Peter Passi

Jill Lyman

Claude & Janis Piguet

Collector Members

Shelley Breitzmann

Terry Dunham

Genevieve Hircock

Dave Lynas & Janis Andler

Sandi Pillsbury Gredzens

Virginia Alexander

Sue Brown

Michele Dressel

Ashley Hise

Laurie Pinther

Gloria DeFilipps Brush

Craig & Caryn Bruce

Christopher Dunn

Thomas Hoff

Bill Lyth & Janalee Reineke
Lyth

Rosemary Guttormsson

Jan & Stan Burns

Kelly Dupre

Megan Hogfeldt

Richard & Bea Levey

Patricia & Bill Burns

Joe Ehlers

Edie & Roger Michalski

Kim & David Buskala

Angela Elmendorf

Marisa Hoogenakker &
Douglas Fifeld

Robin Washington*

Julia Byrnes

Erin Endsley & John Sager

Mary Calengor

Lee & Rose Englund

Contributing Members

Celia Cameron*

Karen & Paul Anderson

Doug & Kris Cameron

Stephanie Erdmann & Susan
Supola

Dale Lucas

Patricia Canelake & Frank
Sander

Family, Individual &
Student Members
Raymond Allard
Dennis Anderson
Lynn Anderson
Paula Anderson
Edward Dean Anecki
Jill Anecki & Doug Fifield
Tammy Angel
Karen Annala
Alison & Jon Aune-Hinkel
Elizabeth Axberg
Mary Azmitia
Susan Bakkemo-Banks &
James Banks

Thomas Erickson

Christie Carter Eliason

Karl & Kerry Everett

Susan & Jonah Catton

Claudia Faith*

Sue Chapin

Olawole Famule*

James Chinn

Rogier Gregoire*

CHOICE, Unlimited

Hairong Feng

Naomi Christenson

Jane & Joen Fisher-Merritt

Carol & Richard Colburn

Lisa & Mark Fitzpatrick

Elsie Cook

Margie Fraser

Ethan Cooper

Addison Galagan

Tim Cortes

Susanna Gaunt

Renan Cruz & Lisa Fuller

Linda Gerga

Anita & James Curtis

Lauren Giammar & Jeremy
Bateman

Michael Dahmen
Melody David-McKnight
Sharon Dawson

George Bateman

Bob DeArmond

Nathaniel Bateman

Donald Delvin & Claudia
Dodge

Theresa Beaulier
Timothy Beaulier
Margaret Behan
Gladys Bergstedt
Cynthia Betzler
Damita Beyer
Laura Birnbaum & Em
Westerlund
Roy Blackwood & Laurie
Buehler

The Depot Foundation
Jean DeRider
Cindy DeRuyter
Brianna Deterling
Martin DeWitt & Sharon
Sanders
Joy Morgan & Mark Dey
Chris & Christine Dillon
Dorothea Diver
Jessica Dixon

Edna Blanchard

Jody & William Dixon

Ken Bloom & Danielle Sosin

Thayer Dixon

Steve Bloom & Kay Bloom

William Dixon

Art calms and energizes.

Russell & Laura Erickson

Alexa Carson

Brian Barber

Grace Bauman

Cindy Ericksmoen

Joan Schopp Hunn

Wally Mahnke

Liz James & James Klueg

Deborah Manisto

Kay Kurt Jankofsky

Alberta Marana & Michael
McDonnell

Christine Jenkins & Ken
Hanson
Nancy Jesperson
Jean Johnson
Ruth & Theodore Johnson
Signe Johnson
Tad Johnson & Jennifer Ross
Tyler Johnson*
Jennifer Jones
Holly & David Jorde
Lyn Jutila
Matt Kania
Jan Karon & Warren Howe
Celeste Kawulok
Karen Keenan
Logan Kerkhof

Robb Glibbery

Margaret Kirtley-Sternberg

Linda Glisson

Rebecca Koepke

Mark Govze & Jennifer
Johnson

Ken & Kathy Kollodge
Lynne Kosmach
Kim & Paul Kosmatka

Edith Greene

Karin Kraemer & Tom
Hollenhorst

Daniel Grindle

Tommy & Kristy Kronquist

Ann Gumpper & Katie Harvey

Donna Labeau

Rachel Gustafson

Ed Labernik

Patricia Hagen & Tom
Zelman

Cot LaFond

Suzanne Hanson
Helen Hartley
Art Headley
Caroline & John Hegstrom
John & Wendy Heino
Jon Helstrom

Clara Mahnke
Patricia Mahnke

Allen Killian-Moore

Whitley Graysmark

Robert & Susan Magnuson

Leslie Hughes

Shawna & Eddy Gilmore

Carolyn Graves

Dan Madison

Shannon Laing
Selina Larsen
Loiselle Lehigh
Kathryn Lenz
Patricia Lenz & Mike Spencer
Barbara Leuelling

Mary Matthews & Wayne
Nelson

Russell Prather
Nina Preheim
Ann Price
John Prosen
Deborah Ramlow
Diana Randolph
Daryl Rathe
Kris & Tom Rauschenfels
Sue Rauschenfels
Erin Renier

Lisa & David Mattke

Kathy Rensink

Sandy Maxwell

Jeanne Riese

Kate McCall

Timothy Riley

Micky McGilligan & Thomas
Koehler

Jamey & Elena Ritter

Lisa McKhann & Peter Krieger

Sharon Rogers

Ann McKie
Kathryn Mickelson Hoden
Marlene Miller
Michelle Misgen
Scott & Chris Moen
Sharon Moen
Rita Morris & Barry Sands
Robin Murphy*
Karen Owsley Nease
Kris Nelson & Devin Wait
Ed Newman
Robert Newman
Joanne & Skott Nielsen
Elizabeth Nordell
Vern Northrup*
Adeline Nunez
Daniel O’Neill
Patricia Oakes
Patricia Olson
Jana Pastika
John Pastor & Mary Dragich
Jeanette Paulson
Sue Pavlatos
Emily Pavlovic & Sean Smith
Ella, Popo, & Rudy Perrault
Julie Peterson
*indicates Board Member

Henry & Terry Roberts
Wendy Rouse
Emma Rustan
Natalie & Josh Salminen Rude
Doris Sampson
Marcella Sarberg
Lisa Savoy
Dan Savoye
Jutta Karin Schultz
Elana Scott
Vera Scott
Cindy & Jack Seiler
Tonja & Matthew Sell
Raymond Shelerud
Juliane Shibata
David Short
Cynthia Shusta
Pam & Alfred Skinner
Sean Smith
Pam Snyder
Marjorie Stalker
Sheila Staubus
Lisa Stauffer Steinke
Edna Stromquist
Adam Swanson
Alyssa Swanson

Cynthia Tope
Larry & Jean Turbes
Linda Tyner
Isabelle & John Ulrich
Liz Vandersteen
Amy Varsek
Rose Vastila
Subhash C. Vidyarthi
Elizabeth Vork-Howell
Jennifer Webb
Michelle & Greg Wegler
Carl Wesley
David & Kim Whittaker
Sharon Wichman
Stephanie Wilcox
Will Wilson
Chelsey Wingness
Bill & Denise Wise
Christina Woods
Coralyn Worth
Catherine Wright
Naomi Yaeger
Ruby Zallar
Julie Zenner
Kathy Zerwas
Samual Zimmerman
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MUSINGS

Image credit: Harrison Halker
Heinks, “Echo,” 2019, Photography,
18” x 24”.

The Power and Importance of Radical
Inclusion in the Arts
Jeanne Calvit

Founder and Artistic/Executive Director of Interact Center for the Visual and Performing Arts

A

“Art is our one true
global language. It
knows no nation, it
favors no race, and it
acknowledges no class. It speaks to our
need to reveal, heal, and transform. It
transcends our ordinary lives and lets
us imagine what is possible.”
— Richard Kamler, San
Francisco artist, activist, curator,
and educator
I first encountered the phrase
“radical inclusion” at a Theater
Communications Guild conference
I attended at Minneapolis’ Guthrie
Theater back in 2007. Even then, it
wasn’t a new term, but the moment
I heard it, I knew it described the
heart of my life’s work and my own
philosophy about the power of the
artistic process.
“Radical inclusion” has generally
been used in the context of
creating a sense of belonging in the
workplace. In the arts, it means
that embracing every person,
every culture and ability, and every
way to look at an idea can change
perceptions and transform lives.
I founded Interact Center for the
Visual and Performing Arts in 1996
with a mission to create art that
challenges perceptions of disability.
From the start, all of our work
included artists with and without
disabilities, working side-by-side,

creating a brand new experience
that shifted ideas about who “can”
and who “cannot.”
Radical inclusion is at the core of
our artistic practice, and at Interact
it looks like this: our 120+ artists
range in age from 17 to mid 70s.
They come from African, Native,
Asian, Pacific Islander, Latinx, and
Euro-heritage backgrounds. And
they create new work from the lens
of the entire spectrum of disability
labels. Taken together, this means
a breadth of life experiences and
creative approaches rarely found
in any one group. What brings us
together is our passion and talent
for creating theater, music, poetry,
and visual arts that speak to our
shared humanity.

expanding ideas of what is possible.
At a time when divisiveness is
ripping at the fabric of our society,
experiencing work that is created
in a spirit of radical inclusion can
test our visions of ourselves and
inspire us to imagine a more just
and compassionate world.
When we share our stories across
cultures and across definitions
of ability, ideas of “other” vanish,
and we are left with the radically
inclusive, shared experience of
being fellow travelers in limitless
exploration.

Radical inclusion encourages us to explore the
full spectrum of human potential
We believe that creativity and its
expression through the arts is what
makes us human. We especially
believe in pushing the boundaries
of prevailing assumptions by
including the unique perceptions of
people who have historically been
excluded from mainstream artistic
discourse.
Radical inclusion encourages us to
explore the full spectrum of human
potential, and it transforms lives by

Jeanne Calvit is the founder and
Artistic/Executive Director of Interact
Center for the Visual and Performing
Arts in Saint Paul, MN and has
been a leader in the field of arts and
disability for almost forty years. She
has received multiple awards for
her own work as a theater artist,
and for her groundbreaking work
in arts and disability. Under her
leadership, Interact artists have toured
to five continents and have inspired
Interact-model initiatives in Australia,
Thailand, Norway, and New Orleans.

Art is universal.
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An Endowment Almost Forgotten — and
Working for the Future
By Robin Washington
in the Hollywood movie “The Burnt
Orange Heresy.”

The Duluth Art Institute was first
incorporated in 1907. Given its
longevity and the impressive list
of local philanthropists among
its benefactors over the decades,
it surely must have a healthy
endowment, right?
Or an endowment of some sort?
For much of my tenure on the
board, and of Christina Woods’ as
executive director, we were led to
believe that it did not. No records
of an endowment were readily
available, and like other regional
arts institutions, the DAI has
had its financial ups and downs.
Those challenges were perhaps
most dramatically illustrated in
1990 with the sale of a ToulouseLautrec lithograph for $26,000
to address budget shortfalls—an
unfortunate decision recently told

Thankfully, however, the full story
was not evident in the voluminous
and sometimes hazy records kept
over the years. We do, in fact, have
an endowment—the Julia Newell
Marshall Fund for the Duluth Art
Institute, thoughtfully established
by its multi-faceted namesake
and administered by The Depot
Foundation. Its principal stands
just shy of $60,000, of which 5%
is available for disbursement or
reinvestment to the DAI each year.
Though modest at present, the
fund is designed to grow and
support the long-range financial
health of the institution. Christina
and I share the goal of someday
seeing the endowment’s yearly
proceeds becoming enough to
underwrite a significant portion of
our annual operating expenses—
costs necessary to keep the visual
arts thriving in our region and
sustaining the human soul.
Along with my annual membership,
I have pledged an additional
amount to the endowment that
I am proud to say should push it
over that $60,000 mark. Clearly,
personal finances are tight in these

uncertain and unprecedented
times. But allocating even a small
amount to the endowment is an
investment in the future, which
may be even more uncertain than
today—and in which art stands to
be even more crucial in fueling our
cultural nourishment.

CLOQUET
218.879.3333

DULUTH
218.722.4766

Visitor Information
DAI Business Office & Galleries
506 W Michigan St.
Duluth, MN 55802
218-733-7560

At present, you may make a
tax-deductible donation to the
endowment via PayPal, searching
that site for “Depot Foundation,”
and including a note earmarking the
funds to the DAI Designated Fund.
Or you may do so by check to The
Depot Foundation, 230 W. Superior
St. #432, Duluth MN 55802—again,
with a note in the memo field
directing it to the DAI Designated
Fund.

Amy Varsek
Exhibitions Director
218-733-7565
avarsek@duluthartinstitute.org

DAI Lincoln Park Building
2229 W 2nd St.
Duluth, MN 55806
218-723-1310

Alyssa Swanson
Community Engagement and
Development Manager
218-733-7559
aswanson@duluthartinstitute.org

I’m confident that our combined
community support will assure a
viable and culturally invaluable
place for art well into the future,
just as Julia Marshall’s foresight
intended.

Liz Axberg
Community Outreach Coordinator
AmeriCorps VISTA
engagement@duluthartinstitute.org

Galleries and offices are located
on Level Four of the St. Louis
County Depot - 506 W Michigan
Street. While some Depot
museums require paid admission,
the DAI is always free to
members. Galleries are accessible
by elevator. The DAI Darkroom
is on Level Two, and the Fiber
Studio is on Level One. The DAI
Ceramics Studio, Printmaking
Studio, and multi-use classrooms
are located at the Lincoln Park
Building - 2229 W 2nd St.
(corner of N 23rd Ave. W).

Now, as for that Toulouse-Lautrec:
Any ideas how to get it back?
Robin Washington is President of the
Board of Directors of the Duluth Art
Institute Association.

NOW IN TWO LOCATIONS!
3920 AIRPARK BLVD
DULUTH, MN 55811

218-722-9805

The mission of the Duluth Art Institute is to enrich daily life with
dynamic, innovative visual arts programming that upholds excellence
and promotes active and inclusive community participation.

DAI Staff
Christina Woods
Executive Director
218-733-7562
cwoods@duluthartinstitute.org

HANFTLAW.COM

YOU MATTER
HERE.
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1313 TOWER AVE
SUPERIOR, WI 54880

715-394-4223

Support for the Duluth Art Institute is brought to you by:

The Duluth Art Institute’s programs and services are made possible in part through the
support of the Minnesota State Arts Board through an appropriation by the State
Legislature from the Minnesota arts and cultural heritage fund with money from the
vote of the people of Minnesota on November 4, 2008.

Addison Mueller
Development and Operations Assistant
218-733-7560
amueller@duluthartinstitute.org
Robert DeArmond
Clay Studio Manager
218-723-1310 ext. 201
claystudio@duluthartinstitute.org

Board of Directors
Robin Washington, P1resident
Celia Cameron, Vice President
Juli Kellner, Treasurer
Claudia Faith
Olawole Famule
Rogier Gregoire
Tyler Johnson
Robin Murphy
Vern Northrup

Parking
Metered parking for the Depot
is available on city streets, and
the Library/Depot Pay Lot - 502
W Michigan Street. A bus transit
center is two blocks away with
year-round access, and DAI is
also accessible by the Port Town
Trolley in summer months.
Parking for events occuring after
5 pm is free. For the Lincoln Park
Building, a small parking lot is
available on the West side of the
building, as well as free on-street
parking.

DAI Business Office & Galleries
506 W Michigan St.
Duluth, MN 55802
218-733-7560

Gallery Hours
Open Daily 10 AM - 3 PM
Tuesday - Friday
Business Office Hours
By appointment, please call
218-733-7560 or email Addison
Mueller.

DAI Lincoln Park Building
2229 W 2nd St.
Duluth, MN 55806
218-723-1310
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